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Abstract—A high-selective wideband bandpass filter (BPF) with a notched-band and harmonic
suppression is proposed in this paper. Firstly, a uniform impedance resonator with an embedded
open-circuited stub square loop is applied in the filter design. By adopting parallel-coupling structure
at I/O ports, such a resonator can generate a notched-band within the passband due to the counterphase cancellation of two dissimilar signal paths. The width of the square loop can be adjusted to
select the location of the notched-band. Secondly, by introducing an L-shaped open-circuited stub to
one input feed line, a transmission zero (TZ) is created. It can be used to suppress higher harmonic
passband. The filter is designed and fabricated with the notched-band centered at 8.1 GHz, and two
TZs are implemented at the both sides of the passband. Simulated and measured results show that the
filter has a good selectivity and a wider stopband characteristic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the characteristics of simple system structure, high transmission rate, low power consumption,
and high concealment, wide- or even ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has prospective applications in
the fields of communication, radar, position, etc. As one of the essential components of UWB systems,
UWB bandpass filter (BPF) has a great impact on the system. Low insertion loss, wide rejection
stopband, sharp roll-oﬀ in close proximity to the passband are several basic demands in filter design.
Up to now, common design techniques include cascading a low-pass filter and a high-pass filter, multimode resonators (MMRs), defected ground structure (DGS), multilayer coupling structure, etc. Among
them, one simple and eﬀective method to realize wideband BPFs is to connect a lowpass filter and a
highpass filter in series [1]. But one obvious flaw of the method is its large size. MMRs have been
widely applied to design wideband BPFs [2–4]. In another paper [5], a compact BPF is developed using
a stub-tapped half-wavelength transmission line resonator, which can improve the performance of the
filter by generating two TZs. But these filters have narrow upper stopband rejection performance. The
added defected ground structure (DGS) to a BPF can improve the out of band rejection property of the
filter without increasing the overall dimensions. But in some cases the in-band frequency response of the
filter is aﬀected too [6]. Although multi-layer coupling can realize UWB filter, its structure and design
are relatively complex [7–9]. To suppress some harmful interferences within the wideband spectrum,
we should introduce a single or multiple notched-bands [10–13]. In [10], a redial stub loaded resonator
with a defected microstrip structure is used to provide two notched bands. In another paper [11], to
obtain multiple freely adjustable notched-bands, the authors proposed an E-shaped MMR etched with
parallel defected microstrip structures.
In this letter, a wideband BPF with a notched-band and harmonic suppression is realized by using
a square ring loaded with an open stub. The characteristics of the proposed filter are illustrated by
means of even- and odd-mode method. To suppress the parasitic passband, an open-circuited stub is
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connected to one feed line. Finally, the presented filter is designed and measured on a substrate with
εr = 9.6, thickness = 0.8 mm and loss tangent tan δ = 0.001. A filter prototype is designed, fabricated,
and measured. Both simulation and measurement results are provided to verify the filter performance.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
As depicted in Fig. 1(a), a square ring with an open-circuit stub loaded is connected to a uniform
impedance microstrip line with respect to its center. Such a structure provides two signal transmission
paths, path I along the horizontal line of L3 and path II of the main signal path along S. Path I can
be controlled by changing the length of L2 and L3 . Odd-even mode analysis can be used to analyze
the characteristics of the resonator because of its symmetric structure. When even mode excitation
is applied, the central symmetry plane of this resonator is regarded as an ideal magnetic wall, and its
equivalent circuit diagram can be shown in Fig. 1(b). The even-mode resonant frequency can be derived
as
nc
feven ≈
(1)
√
2 (L1 + L2 + L3 /2 + L4 ) εre
where c is the light speed in free space, n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and εre is the eﬀective dielectric constant of the
used substrate. Similarly, the equivalent circuit under odd mode excitation is demonstrated in Fig. 1(c).
Hence, the odd-mode resonant frequency can be derived as
fodd ≈

(a)

(2n − 1) c
√
2 (L1 + L3 /2) εre

(b)

(2)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) Layout of square ring short stub loaded resonators. (b) Even-mode equivalent circuit.
(c) Odd-mode equivalent circuit.
Figure 2 illustrates the EM simulated frequency responses of the above resonator under weak
coupling with diﬀerent dimension parameters of L2 and L3 . In Fig. 2, four TZs (TZ1 , TZ2 , TZ3 , and
TZ4 ) and four transmission poles (TP 1 , TP 2 , TP 3 , and TP 4 ) can be observed. According to (1) and
(2), it can be deduced that TP 1 and TP 3 are the first and second even-order resonant frequency points.
Meanwhile, TP 2 and TP 4 are the first and second odd-order resonant frequency points. TZ2 is derived
from the out-of-phase cancellation of two signal paths. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show that TZ2 moves to lower
frequency as L2 changes from 7 to 7.5 and 8 mm, and L3 varies from 1.2 to 1.6 and 2 mm, which can
generate an adjustable notched-band under full wave simulation.
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Figure 2. Simulated |S21 | of the proposed resonator under weak coupling. Diﬀerent L2 , L3 . (a)
Diﬀerent lengths L2 when L1 = 4.5 mm, L3 = 1.9 mm, L4 = 3.3 mm, and W = 0.2 mm. (b) Diﬀerent
lengths L3 when L1 = 4.5 mm, L2 = 7 mm, L4 = 3.3 mm, and W = 0.2 mm.
3. DESIGN AND RESULTS
Based on the characteristic analysis in the previous section, the structure is designed and debugged, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). By adding two parallel coupled lines at both sides of the resonator in Fig. 3(a), a
BPF with a notched-band is constructed, and its dimensions are W1 = 0.1 mm, W2 = W3 = 0.2 mm,
W4 = Ws = 0.4 mm, L1 = 3.7 mm, L2 = 7.7 mm, L4 = 3.8 mm, gap1 = 0.2 mm, and gap2 = 0.1 mm.
The space of gap1 denotes the coupling between source and load. The coupling is an electric coupling
because the electric field is strong near the open end of the transmission lines. By similar reasoning, the
space of gap2 provides a coupling between I/O ports and the proposed resonator. The inclusion of the
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Figure 3. (a) Layout of the resonator using square ring with stepped impedance. (b) Simulated |S21 |
with diﬀerent L3 .
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two couplings may introduce two TZs at both sides of the passband [14]. In Fig. 3(b), the simulated
results exhibit that the passband ranging from 4.2 ∼ 10.5 GHz appears, and the insertion loss of the
stopband is higher than 15 dB. Furthermore, as L3 is elongated, the resulting notched-band moves to
lower frequency. This change does not significantly aﬀect the overall passband performance. However,
there is a harmonic passband around 14 GHz, which can aﬀect out-band rejection of this filter. As
illustrated in [15], an asymmetric loading stub can generate a TZ. So an L-shaped stub is introduced in
the feeder position, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) is a photo of the fabricated filter, and Fig. 4(c) shows
the simulated and measured frequency responses. It can be seen from Fig. 4(c) that the harmonic is
suppressed around 14 GHz compared with Fig. 3(b). As previously described, a notched-band centered
at 8.1 GHz appears due to out-of-phase cancellation of two signal paths. The notched-band can eliminate
harmful interference of a satellite communication system. The high harmonic has disappeared, which
can improve out-band rejection of this filter. Meanwhile, the presence of four TZs improves out-of-band
rejection skirts in the passband. But the loss of measured results is significantly higher than that of
simulated results. The visible diﬀerence between the measured and simulated results is caused by the
inaccuracy of substrate properties and the deviation in the manufacturing process.
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Figure 4. (a) Layout of the proposed filter. (b) Photo of the fabricated filter. (c) Simulated and
measured results when W1 = 0.1 mm, W2 = W3 = 0.2 mm, W4 = Ws = 0.4 mm, L1 = 3.7 mm,
L2 = 7.7 mm, L3 = 1.6 mm, L4 = 3.8 mm, La = 1 mm, gap1 = 0.2 mm, and gap2 = 0.1 mm.
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4. CONCLUSION
This paper exhibits a method of a high-selective wideband bandpass filter with adjustable notched-band
using square ring, and it is analyzed theoretically by using even- and odd-mode analysis. A uniform
impedance resonator with an embedded open-circuited stub square loop can generate a wide passband
with a notched-band. The structure can create four TZs, which make it have good out-of-band rejection
skirts. Then, a TZ is created by introducing an open-circuited stub to input feed line, which can suppress
higher harmonic passband around 14 GHz, and it can improve out-band rejection of the proposed filter.
The proposed filter has a compact size. Finally, the proposed filter is fabricated and measured. The final
simulated and measured results indicate that there is a wide passband with a notched-band centered at
8.1 GHz, and the proposed filter has advantages of good selectivity and stopband characteristics.
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